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Abstract

The current article is a product of an exploratory study of furniture

manufacturing industry in Québec. Numerical taxonomic techniques are

applied in an effort to (1) identify the parameters that can be suitably

used to descnbe a set of firms; (2) quantify and classify thèse parame-

ters in order of importance and (3) factor analytically situate or classify

the variables which make up this industry. The compames are then clas-

sified. The classification is based on activities or variables which

collectively define the sectors' production System. A field study, based

on interviews (questionnaires), is then présentée! and analysed in an

attempt to develop or identify a functional production System applicable to

a given industry.
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Résume

Cet article est le résultat d'une enquête sur T industrie du meuble

au Québec. Des techniques de taxonomie ont été appliquées pour (1) iden-

tifier les paramètres qui peuvent décrire un groupe d'entreprises; (2)

quantifier et classifier ces paramètres par ordre de priorité et (3) si -

tuer analytiquement les facteurs ou classifier les variables qui cons-

tituent cette industrie. Les entreprises ont été ainsi classifiêes.

Cette classification est basée sur les activités ou variables qui globa-

lement définissent les systèmes de production de ce secteur. Les résul-

tats de 1'étude, bases sur des entrevues par questionnaire sont présentés

et analysés dans le but de développer ou d'identifier un syst&me de pro-

duction fonctionnel applicable à cette industrie.
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Introduction

Many industrial experts will agrée with the statement that the last

couple of years have been of great concern to managers and entrepreneurs.

This 1s confirmed by the tremendous, diversified and complex nature of

the problems they have continuously had to solve in their respective

industries.

An objective look at a production System indicates a spectrum of

coordinated or uncoordinated set of opérations discrète or continuous

generating some form of output or final product. The parameters which

define this System are both quantitative and qualitative in structure.

Thèse vary from basic raw materials to manpower and complex machinery.

The qualitative and quantitative characteristics of such a System generate

two major problems of concern-academic and practical. An even more deli-

cate aspect is the task both engineers and managers alike have to accom-

plish in our contemporary industries.

The degree of complexity and heterogeneity of opérations in the

différent industrial sectors tends to render analyti'cal soluti'ons-deter-

mistic and probabilistic (with complementary judgements) invaluable. The

advent of computers, however has both mim'mized (for the receptive managers)

and magnified (for the phobic managers) probtems in some orgam'zations.

The problem minimization is confirmed by the realization of this research

project which involved the analysis of copious variables (more than 600

variables initially).



What generated this article is one of the major problems in the

study of industnal sectors nowadays. That is; how to efficiently and

reliably utilize tons of data available in their décision making proces-

ses. Should every bit of information be considérée! vital? If not what

should be used and what should be declared redundant? One can almost

certainly say that many major analytical problems require the catego-

n'zation of information or data. In forecasting for example, the impor-

tance attributed to variables cannot be over emphasized. A careful

identification of both dépendent and independent variables leads to a

more reliable forecast. The question then arises, how can the variables

used be scientifically classified and justified? What are the n'sks of

operating with either too much or too little information. Sokal (1966)

présents it as follows:

"Classification is one of the fundamental concerns
of science. Facts and objects must be arranged in
an orderly fashion before their umfying princi-
ples can be ch'scovered and used as a basis for pre-
dicti'on. Many phenomena occur in such van'ety and
profusion that unless some System is created among
them, they would be unlikely to provide any useful
information".

With the arrivai of a new technology-numen'cal taxonomy, the researcher is

more equiped to develop the requisite and necessary conceptual framework

for data classification in this information onented era.

A look at the current research trends indicates that many différent

spécial1zed groups (as confirmée) in différent professional journals) have

for a while concentrated on proposing solutions to some of thèse problems.



Scientifits , economists, psychologists etc. have built and tested models

in an attempt to provide solutions to some of the perennial problems

in industry. For example, models on décision matrices and décision trees

proposed by Brown (1970) currently used by some managers. In some of his

works, he grouped items into familles and established a coordinated policy

for a determistic demand.

Th1s article is aimed at generating some input towards the solution

of some of the above mentionnée! problems. The study can be broken down

into four stages;

(1) Original data matn'x: th1s represents the initial data collected

through interviews with companies.

(2) Coefficient matrix: aimed at finding a corrélation (interrelati'on-

ship) between variables.

(3) Cluster analysis: examines the similan'ty in the group of variables

analysée! in (2). The variables are then grouped to form clusters

(families). From each cluster, one représentative variable is chosen.

(4) Factor analysis: uses the collection of variables chosen in (3) in

order to détermine new categon'es or factors. Th1s analysis is

useful in the following ways:

(1) It can be used to establish relationships among variables as indicated

by latent factors.

(2) It identifies obvious relationships that may exist among observed data.



(3) A good data réduction technique when information needs grouping.

(4) It empirically groups variables into homogeneous entities. Thèse

will be explained further in this report.

In the next section, the survey methodology, quality control, limita-

tions and literature are presented. This is followed by a practical nius-

tration of cluster analysis. The subsequent section factor analysis (the

nucleus of the research) the variables generated by the cluster analysis.

The forth section attempts to classify the compam'es into homogeneous groups.

The article ends with some concluding observations.



Sample and Survey method

The choice of the sample size for this research was influenced predomi-

nantly by the needs of the Québec Ministry of Industry and Commerce. Hence

the sample frame under study is a grcup of household wood furniture manufac-

tunng fir-ms in the province of Québec. No conventional random methodology

was used 1n determining the required size. As a result, the question of

whether the sample is représentative or not can on1y be answered based on

the fact that the firms surveyed made up for more than 90% of the uni verse

if Hmited ta Québec AFMQ (Association des Fabricants de Meubles du Québec)

only. Imt-ially, the questionnaire was applied to 77 firms. The sectors

are made up of the fotlowing types of furm'tures: household wood furniture,

lamp, office furm'ture, upholstered and others. Forty-one (41) of thèse

companies belong to the household wood furmture manufacturing subgroup -

sample s1ze for this research.

The strong existence of homogeneity was also a prime factor in the

choice. Finally careful considération was given to the number of missing

values présent in each sector (unanswered questions). This was checked

with a calculation with Nie, Hull , Jenkins, Steinbrenner, Bent (1975)

Pearson Product Moment Corrélation coefficients which indicated 41 firms for

a11 pairs of variables.



Variable définition

For convenience and easy reading, 1t was felt necessary to give short

and meamngful names-van'ables - to the number of activities or opérations

the industries were involved in. For example the variable "PPHY010" identified

the question referring to the set up frequency w1th respect to machinery.

The variable "PORG016" identified opérations related to the amount of control

applied during manufacturing. For example which are the automatic and

manual opérations involved? The possibilities were automatic control

(defection) and similar intervention; automatic détection and human inter-

vention; human control and intervention. A complète list of all the opérations

is presented in appendix 1.

Quaiity control

In most data analytic researches, the influence of error is a prime

concernée! to those trying to study data statistically. This feeling is

justifiée! especially when one considers the différent transformation processes

and inchviduals involved dun'ng thèse opérations. A strong existence of

errors in data can contn'bute enormously in distorting the findings of a

research thereby yielding wrong results. It seems as 1f the problems created

by errors will still be around for quite a while since very little work exists

in Hterature (Rummet (1972) and Naroll (1962))aimed at mininnzing them.

In th1s project like many others, the sources of errors rangea from

derical to methodological. The clerical errors - coding and keypunching -

were checked before coding was performed. The coded sheets were verified



after each successful coding. This was followed by keypunching the data

on cards which were again venfied before any programming was done. A

final check on the data was performed. Here a11 the variables and their

coded values were printed for statistlcal vérification; (see Nie, Hull,

Jenkins, Steinbrenner, Bent (1975)). This output also served as a check

to the program reliability. In addition, an observation of the data dis-

tribution on each variable was made for reasonableness. Thèse quality

control procédures were very instrumental in minimizing many errors. The

methodological errors an'sing during the interviews could not easily be

controlled. The only major control was the use of two interviewers who

were versed w1th the opérations in the firms under study.

Limitations

If the requirements for perfornn'ng factor analysis had been rigidly

followed, this project would never have been reatised. One major consola-

tion was the fact that many research projects with sirr.ilar problems have

been performed (Harnian (1976), Comrey (1973)and Rummel (1972))with success. In

this study, the factor analysis input i s a 41 by 39 matn'x. This is already

contrary to the requirement (see Lawlis, Chatfield (1974)) of using a sample

size twice the variable size. There are two major reasons to this. The

first was cconomical. For financial reasons, it was felt that having 41

firms was the optimum feasible. The second reason was scarcity. That is 1f

the money were available» there were not as many wood furniture manufacturing

firms 1n the AFMQ Province of Québec te satisfy the sample requirements.
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The second major problem was that of measurement scales. The idéal

scale for factor analysis is metric (Sheth (1971)). Although this played

an important rôle in the choice of variables, 1t was still not possible

to have a11 variables on metn'c scales. Hence there exists a conglomera-

tion of metric and non-metric measurement scales.

There was yet another problem ansing from variable distribution.

Factor analyses require all its variables to be normally distnbuted. In

this study, normality was only assumed (see Meyer (1975)). Hence no trans-

formations were performed.

The type of data siice applied is an R-Factor Analysis 1.e. data matrix

consisting of variables (columns) versus firms. The model and technique

used are component factor analysis and oblique rotation. The former because

it concentrâtes on total variance (common + unique + error) and the latter

for its absence of orthogonality among factors (Green (1978)) naturally more

realistic. It must be pointed out however, that the idéal approach (Comrey

(1973)) of designing a questionnaire based on a pr-edetermined model was not

followed. Here, factor analysis was applied as a by-product which neverîhe-

less produced interesting results. That is the présence of data prompted

an exploratory statistical analysis.



Variable corrélation

The purpose of this section is to examine and find out the possible

relationships that exist among the variables. Since the présence or

absence of linearity could not be established directly, it was felt that

an observation of the corrélation matrix of pairs of variables would be

satisfactory. This calculation of corrélations served two purposes. The

first as an indication of linearity which is one of the basic requirements

of factor analysis. The second was to use this relationship in establishing

similar groups of variables thus reducing or completely eliminatlng any

existing types of redundancies. The clusters of variables identifiée! in

this process are then re-examined with an end result of selecting the

suitable and appropnate variables to be factor analysée).
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Corrélation matn'x

Since the main cn'terion which prompted the use of factor analysis was

the relations betvœen the variables, a dose look at the preliminary ope-

rations involved was deemed necessary. The matrix of 99 variables analysed

provides measures of statistical association - the degree to which two or

n-ore variables tend to vary simultaneously. The corrélation coefficients -

éléments of the corrélation matrix - were calculated by the Pearson product-

moment method.
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Analysis of variables

An observation of the corrélation matrix readily indicates that some

variables have very few, if at a11, corrélation coefficients with other

variables. An example like "INTR001" (supplier dépendant related variable)

has only four corrélation coefficients with the other 9â variables greater

than an absolute value 0.30. Variables with smaller corrélations stand as

almost distinct attributes of industries. On the other hand, variables

with opposlte - larger - corrélation values represent central attributes

of firms by abstracting a wide range of variation amonç companies in their

attributes. An analysis of some of the problems generated by high var-iable

corrélations in factor analysis is présentée} in the next section.
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Multiconinearity

The existence of high corrélations among sets of independent variables -

multiconinearity - can be of great concern in n-any data analysis operaticns

factor, régression analysis etc. This draw back created two major problems

1n this study.

(1) The présence of redundancy. That is the sélection of two or more

variables which have the same attributes mathematically - perform

the same function.

(2) Indeterminacy of factor solution. That is the imposslbility of calcu-

lating the déterminant used in computing the inverse of the corrélation

matnx. This is caused by the existence of one or more combinaticns of

variable équations being a linear combination of others arising from

(1) above.

The two possible solutions to thèse problems were:

(a) Ignore the présence of.rnuU1co11"ineanty;

(b) Delete one or more of the "offending" variables.

The first solution was not considered because that n;eant terminating

the research. The second, however, was not as obvious as 1t seems. The

solution which is explained in the next section furmshed an output of

clusters of variables. Empincally, 1f a gr-oup of variables - clusters -

1s strongly collinear, a member of the group whose measurement re1iab111ty

and theoretical importance is higher was selected.
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CI us ter analysis

Two cluster analysis methods - connectiveness and diameter - were

applied. The algonthm used was based on that proposed by Johnson (1967).

With the similarity function - corrélation coefficient - on 99 variables

as input, the Merarchical clusten'ng algon'thm is as follows:

1. Clustering Co, with value 0 yields the weak clustering

2. W1th the assumption of the Clusten'ng C.; i given with d - similarity

function - deflned for a11 objects or clusters in C^ i. If a.; is

equal to minimum non zéro matrix entry, merge the pair of objects

and/or clusters w1th distance o:, to generate C^ of value o:^.

3. A new similarity function for C^ is generated as follows: if x and

y are clustered in C,. and not in C,. i (i.e. d(x,y) = a J, we define

the distance from the cluster (x,y) to any third object or cluster,

X, by d((x,y),Z) = MIN (d(x,z), d(y,z)) (1) for connectiveness

method

and

d((x,y),Z) = MAX (d(x,z), d(y,z)) (2) for diameter method.

In expression (1) 1f x and y are objects and/or clusters in C,. ^ not

clustered in C,., d(x,y) stays unchanged. A simnarity function d for

G was obtained.

Expression (2) is when x and y are two objects and for clusters of C,.

which cluster in C,, and z is any third object of cluster of C,..
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4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until thestrong clusten'ng is finally

obtained.

The version of the program by U.P.P.C. whose input was absolute

values of the corrélation matn'x, used thèse variables for computation

(Johnson (1967)).
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Results

Even though thèse analyses are restricted to the di âme ter method,

both methods were applied. The diameter method was used because its

groupings based on maximum distance computations between groups or clus-

ters of variables identifiée! meariiingful entities.

An évaluation of the différent variable clusters was performed in

order to find out which types of variables grouped together. In some

cases similar questions were put differently and identified as différent

variables. For example "EXTR003" and "EXTR009" (see Appendix 1) are

two différent variables refen'ng to the same description. Thèse, like some

others were identifiée! under the same cluster. Another outstanding cluster

was cluster number 22 where INTR005 and INTR011 ( Appendix 1) where similarly

identifiée! as belonging to the same group. One cluster that looked very

unreal was cluster number 34 where there was perfect corrélation coefficient

of 1 between PPHY015 and RHUM001 (see Appendix 1). Since thèse correla-

tion coefficients do not indicate causality, all that could be concluded

was that generally correlated variables are variables which tend to vary

in the same direction.
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Selected variables

After a séries of judgemental expertise and copious variable combi-

nations, 38 variables Identifiée! in appendix 1 with "*" were selected.

Thèse variables were considérée! more meam'ngful in terms of function

and scales. Once a variable was recommended,' the second considération

was its scale - metric or non metn'c. During this process, metric scaled

variables were normally given more pn'on'ty. As a result, almost a11

metn'c scaled variables among the 99 original variables were chosen and

subsequently used as the input variables in factor analyzes. Having

identifiée! groups which depict basic attributes of the original correla-

tion matnx, one can proceed to factor analyze the 38 variables as descn'bed

in the next section.
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Literature

Factor analysis has for qui te some t1me recel ved increased attention.

This is conf-irmed by the existence of copious reliable computational

procédures Harman (1976), Comrey (1973), Rummel (1970) and Kendall (1968)

and the proposais of many proofs and extensions. While there exists so

much to offer in Hterature, it is interesting to note that the empencal

applications have been extensively tested in only some fi'elds (Harman (1976),

Rhodes (1937),Godfrey, Fiedler, Hall (1958), Krumbein, (1937), Imbn'e (1963)),

This was a very encouraging observation. However all efforts to identify

an application si milar to this (for comparison purposes) proved abortive.

As a result, this could be regarded as a précèdent geared at generating more

enthusiasm in the field of production research. The computational hardships

encountered in the early stages have been enormously reduced by the wide

spread availabi'lity of computers and related software packages. Some of

those used were by Nie, Hull, Jenkins.Steinbrenner (1975), Dixon (1975) and

Howard, Harn's (1966). In this section, an attempt 1s made at explaining

the algebraic modet followed by an example aimed at mustrating the theory

as présentée! by Comrey (1973).
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THEORETICAL BACK6ROUND

In many data analysis procédures, the input is generally the raw data

as obtained in the field. Factor analysis, however, remains one of the few

exceptions. Here, the input is a matn'x of corrélations among data

variables which ultimately produces a matn'x of factor loadings. Thèse

loadings can generally be regarded as corrélations between data variables

and artificial constructs called "factors" or independent dimensions in

the orthogonal factor models. Since a11 thèse values are standardised

^
(^t = 0 ,0=1), it is assumed that a standard score on a data var-iable

can be expressed as a linear combination of common, unique (spécifie) and

error factor scores, i.e.

m

Z,,, = Z a,, F,,, + a. S, i. + b,E,,. (3)'ik ^ "iJ'Jk ' "i"1k ' "il-ik

where

Z^ : Standard score for finn k on data variable i,

a^ : factor loach'ng for data variable i on common factor j,

a.j : factor loading for data variable i on the unique factor i,

b.j : factor loading for data variable i on error factor i,

F^ : standard score for fi rm k on common factor j,

S^ : standard score for company k on unique factor i,

E^ : standard score for company k on error factor i.

While Z, F, S and E an a11 standardized, the "a" values are numeric

constants (a.p + a^ + a^ , F^ + F^^ + F ). A simultaneous représentation

of a11 values of i and k results in the following matrix:
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Z = A^ (4)

where

Z : matrix of data-variable scores,

A,, : matrix of factor loadings,

F.. : matn'x of factor scores.
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Factor extraction of Principal components

As indicated earlier, the application of factor analysis in this

project is limited to the principal factor analys-is method. The main

reason for this choice was because this method takes care of total va-

nance - commom variance + spécifie variance + error van'ance - as opposed

to others which only evaluate common variance. Another reason for th1s

choice was the fact that in récent years the principal factor method has

become much more widely applied (see Comrey (1973)). This of course faci-

litates the standardization and future comparison of research results

performed on common areas in différent parts of the world. The approach

is viz: using the corrélation matrix as input, let R = Symmetnc matrix

of corrélation coefficient. The ultimate objective is to détermine two

matrices - normalized eigenvector and eigenvalue - such that will yield

R when multiplied together. In matrix algebra, a symmetric matrix (in this

case R) can be diagonalized by premultiplying it by an orthogonal matrix

(say B) and post multiplying it by the transpose of B to attain a diagonal

matrix D. i.e.

BRB' = D (5)

As long as B is orthogonal, it follows that

BB' = B'B = 1

because sums of squares of rows and columns equal 1 and inner products of

non ident-ifical rows or columns equal to zéro. Hence, if B 1s orthogonal,

B' is the inverse of B an d vice versa. Therefore équation (5) can be

représentée! as
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B'BRB' = B'D (C)

Since B'B = identi'ty matnx, it drops out and équation (6) becomes

RB' = B'D (7)

Multiplying both sides of équation (7) by B =>

RB'B = B'DB (8)

Again B'B = identi'ty matrix i.e. équation (8) is

R = B'DB (9)

Equation (9) is then the required expression with an eigenvalue matrix D

and eigenvector matr-ix B. In order to attain a factor matrix as required,

let \/D be a diagonal matrix with éléments in the diagonals that are the

square roots of the corresponding éléments iti the diagonals of D.

Then équation (9) can be written as

R = B'v/Dv/DB = (BVD) (^DB) = AA1 (10)

where

(BVD) = A or factor matrix

('/DB) = A' or transpose of A.

The matn'x obtained from factor analysing is a factor matnx such that

R = AA'. Further more

n n

S . S (A,,)' = X, (11)
i=1 j=i ' J1' 1

The proportion of variance extracted by factor 1 -is Xi

£ x, (12>
1=1

where the denominator represents the total van'ance extracted because

n
S X, will equal the sum of the diagonal values of matn'x R according to
1=1 1
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matrix algebra. For each variable the R^. (i = 1,2... n) gives the pro-

2
portions of variance - h" - that are input to the analysis whose sum

represents the total extractable common van'ance - communal ities - in the

matnx.

Let C = matrix of results, n = 13, m = 4

F; (i =1,2, 3) = isolated common factors

h'~ = communality

C.:i, (i = 1,2... 10) = Proportion of attnbute's variance accounted for

by factor 1 (F^)

C,.,> (i = 1,2... 10) = Proportion of attribute's van'ance accounted for

by factor j (F,) (j = 1,2,3)

C^, (1=1, 2... 10) = Proportion of vanance of attribute i contn'buted

in the factor space (h..'')

e.9. C^ = 2; (C,J2 = (-.69)2 + (-.62)2 + (-.09)2 = 0.86 (13)
1=1

n-3 m-1 2

In général, C^ = 2 £ (C^)
k=1 -M ^

total variance contributed by factor q (q = 1,3) 1s computed as follows;

m-1 n-3

€„ ^ = S S (C_)'
'n-3q ^ ^ K"pq;

q=l P=i ' ' * 100 (14)

n-3

where
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€„ ->^: Percentage of vanance among a11 the variables that is accounted

for by the factors

% common variance = C ^ (v=1 ,3) = C

n^ o *100 (14.1)
S (C,.J'

k:i v"km/

Where

cn-1 .v = variance amcln9 a11 the variables that is accounted for by factor v

m-T n-3

Eigenvalues (\) = C^, = 2 S (C,,)' (15)
1' n1 1=1 j=1 ' Jr

In order to compute the relationship between the total van'ance and the

coefficients in équation 3, équation 10 is further analysed. Since the

matrix R (see eqn. 10) is symmetric, it follows that R,, = R,,' because

éléments above the diagonal are equal to éléments below. R,, = corrélation

matn'x with diagonal equal to 1. From eqn. (10) R = AuAu' ^16)

The contribution made to the diagonal éléments by the spécifie and error

factors in eqn (16) can be calculated as follows:

square both sides of eqn. (3) =^

4= a^Ffk+ 4Flk + •••+ 4F^k+ ats2ik + ^ Efk + 2anFikai2F2k

+"-+2a1s1kbiE1k (17)

Adding both s-ides of eqn. (17) and dividing by N gives

n
,2. Z2,
k=1 "ik

\ n

'11 ( k=1 ' ik

N

+ aÏ2 fk21 F2kl +--+ aÏm|ks1 Fmk

N
2 /'nç2\,2/n

+ ^ fÀsîk'|+b?^-14'
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+2anai2
n
S F

k=1
1k F2k|

N

+...4- 2a^.

r- n

S S,,.E..,Ik^l "ikL-ik (18)

In eqn.(18), every term in parenthèses is a van'ance of a standard

score in either data variable or factor, and hence equals 1.0. Further-

more, in eqn. (18) every term in brackets is a corrélation coefficient

and is equal to zéro because a corrélation between uncorrelated factors

is zéro.

Simplifying eqn (18) =>

1-a?1+a?2+---+4+a?+b? <19>

^
Since the total variance involved is equal to 1 {p. = 0, o'~ =1),the

following équation can be evaluated in order to détermine the unique factor.

i.e. total vanance = 1 = cûmmon + unique + error variance

From eqn. (19)

2
SÏk°^+^+bÏ -1 (20)

where

h"^ = communality

a.. = coefficient of S..

b_. = coefficient of E_.'1 """ ' •-•-•- "• --jk

Since there exists no corrélation between the spécifie and error fac-

tors, the following relation between the um'queness and its components can

be found,

4 -a? + b? (21)
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^
Hence uniqueness = 1 - h^ (22)

While communality can be regarded as the proportion of a variable's

total variance accounted for by the factors - sum of squared loadings for

each variable; the um'queness or unique van'ance indicates what magmtude

of a variable is unrelated to the others, i.e. the degree to which the

variance of a variable cannot be den'ved from the common factors F..
1
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Transformed dimensions

After perfornnng the oblique rotation, two matrices - pattern and

structure - were produced. Even though the matrix clan'fied the dimensions,

the sometimes plausible looking factors were not as évident as expected.

The factor corrélation matr-ix, however, revealed the independence of the

ten factors. While most of the corrélations were near zéro, the highest

corrélation was - 0.208 between factor 3 and 5. The référence vector

loadings that were the basis for factor interprétations are présentée!

in order of importance. The hierarchical order which was determined

by the amount of van'ance accounted for by each factor eliminated all

variable loadings less than an absolute value of 0.300. Hence the assigned

ranks are a function of the percentage of vanance explained by each

dimension. The identifications of factors were generally made from those

variables wi'th the highest factor loadings.

Factor I: Personnel - Quai1ty

This factor defined human on'ented opérations such as control during

manufacturing, éducation, expérience, sélection of personnel, time stan-

dard and degree of automation. Exports is the only variable with a high

loading on this factor that does not appear to fit conceptually. Since

this factor explains the highest percentage of van'ance, one might conclude

that most firms attach the greatest importance to the variables loaded on it.
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Factor II: Profltability

Factor two (which looks plausible) composed of rentability on

opérations, shareholders, assets and processes - weekly man hour 1n order

to achieve improvement. This was identified as reflecting profit making

opérations.

Factor III: Matenal versus machinery

This identifiée! maten'at (predomi'nantly raw) related variables -

van'ability of input, losses on raw materials, âge of equipment, specia-

lized manpower and quaiity control. Perception of technology did not

seem to fit conceptually this was attnbuted to a possible poor phrasing

of the question.

Factor IV: Manufactun'ng

Factor 4 was composée! of product type, subcontracting, manufactun'ng

tolérance and department of research and development. Conceptually,

research and development did not seem to belong to this group. This

again could be attnbuted to the wording of the question.

Factor V: Set up versus cost

The variables which loaded on this factor were set up, frequency

of set up, manpower costs on sales and cost price. This was identified as

a cost/ set up factor which fitted well both operationally and logically.
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Factor VI: Innovation versus production

This did not seem to portray any sigm'ficant attributes apart from

the variable's high loading. A restructun'ng of the question could

eliminate the présence of such one variable factors. Hence its factor

name 1s 1ts variable's name.

Factor VII: Innovation versus work study

The diverse mixture of variables defining this factor made its

interprétations very ch'fficult. It was not conceptually easy to group the

variables - measurement of ergonomics, incentives and innovation under

one factor. This draw back could again be attributed to the structunng

of the questions.

Factor VIII: Added value

This factor grouped variables relating to personnel expérience -

office and production departments - , added value and percentage of

commercial success. Because the last vanable loaded most, 1t was felt

that identifying the factor by that name was more meaningful.

Factor IX: Relation-supplier

Factor 9 was made up of dependence on supplier and who the supplier

was. Thls looked quite plausible as it grouped supplier related variables
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Factor X: Percentage - raw material

The lOth factor grouped product (fork shaped), percentage of raw

materials on sales and lot size. Again this grouping d1d not seem to

fit conceptually.
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Observations

The overall factor interrelationship established earlier is low indi-

cating a général présence of factor independence. Not surpnsing though

is the corrélation between factor three and five (0.208) which are both

labelled physical process factors with "technology" and "set up" identified

as unique attributes between both dimensions. A further analysis of the

variable loadings has lead to the classification of the dimensions in

two groups - major and minor - based on the total number of variables

loaded on each dimension. Hence the major dimensions can be identified

as factors 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 while 7 and 9 can be regarded as minor dimensions.

The degree to whi'ch the factors account for or "explain" each of the

variables is illustrated in Table 1. As shown, the factors extracted in

this analysis account for "INTR001" better than they account for "PPHY004".

The magm'tude of the communality therefore is an invaluable index indicat-ing

how much of a variable is excluded after what it has in common with other

variables bas been extracted. The relatively low h^ of "EFIN010", for

example, suggests that it bas little in common wi'th the other variables

included in the analysis. On the other hand, the comparatively high loadings

of "PPHY010" and "EFIN006" show that they have much in common with manufac-

turing opérations (considérée! collectively) that the factors represent. The

most remarkable loading 1s that of "PPHY005" (0.908) indicating a very strong

commun a 11ty.
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Table l Communality matrix (for variable description see Appendix I)

Variable

IDEN015

IDEN016

INTR001

INTR002

INTR007

INTR009

INTR011

PPHY001

PPHY002

PPHY004

PPHY005

PPHY007

PPHY010

Communality

0.72898

0.41870

0.63002

0.61808

0.38444

0.49614

0.63031

0.59490

0.39064

0.40600

0.90834*

0.63878

0.81489*

Variable

PPHY012

PPHY013

PPHY016

PPHY017

PORG001

PORG004

PORG005

PORG016

PORG018

PORG020

RHUM008

RHUM010

RHUM015

Commun a 11ty

0.59058

0.72438

0.59568

0.86097*

0.67012

0.55857

0.62450

0.58709

0.41051

0.48693

0.55118

0.58110

0.44963

Variable

RHUM018

RHUM021

RHUM026

RHUM030

EXTR001

EXTR005

EXTR007

EXTR009

EFIN004

EFIN005

EFIN006

EFIN010

Communality

0.59789

0.57793

0.49216

0.61364

0.46716

0.33837

0.41395

0.35499

0.58944

0.50058

0.81267*

0.31519

Variables with very strong communalities
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Homogeneous fi ms

In the preceding section, an analysis aimed at grouping variables

based on their maximum distances - corrélation coefficients - furnished

us with independent clusters of variables. Th1s section attempts to

group companies based on minimizing the within - group company variance.

The homogeneous enterprise grouping is donc sequentially with the trans-

pose of the raw data matrix serving as input (see Howard and Harn's (1966)).

The program like the one used to cluster the variables was run on a CDC Cyber

174.
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On gi nal dimens ion^

Based on the percentage of vanance explained by the factors, ten

dimensions were extracted from the 38 variables corrélations matn'x. The

number of factors - ten - whose variances were between 4 to 15.5 percent

was considérée! because factors outside that range did not reveal any

meaningful results. The ten unrotated dimensions which serve only as a

bench mark to the rotated solution, explained 67.3 percent of the total

variance among the 38 variables.

The dimensions - factors - successively delineate the maximum amount

of van'ance with each factor operating as a function of the total set of

variables included in the analysis. The addition or subtraction of van'a-

blés tends to fluctuate each factor. As soon as a rotation 1s performed,

the fit of each dimension is maximized to a group of associated variables

hence rendering each of thèse factors stable regardless of the variable

modifications. An analysis of the oblique rotation follows.
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Apparent_attnbûtes (see Table 2)

Group one which was generally identified as big production Systems

was pratically satisfactory except for company numbers 28 and 35 which

dict not fall in that category.

Group two - expensive furmture - was also conceptually meaningful.

The companies which would not normally be classified in this group were

numbers 9, 31, 76 and 77.

The third cluster identifiée! as middle size furniture manufacturers

was perfect from a practical point of view.
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Latent attribûtes

Based on latent charactenstics, column 10 (Table 2) indicated perfect

groupings in groups 5, 8 and 9. In groups 1, 3 and 4, the misfits were

company numbers 29, 41 and 36 respectively. Groups 6 and 7 were meam'ngfully

groupée) except for number 14 in group 6 which did not fit conceptually.

The fourth group was made up of groups 2 and 10. In group 10, the first

misfits were 67, 68 anct 5 which empincally belonged to one of the perfect

groups - 5, 8, 9. The second misfit was 55 which belonged to ei'ther group

6 or 7.

In the same manner, similar observations were made about the other

columms of table 2 aimed at identifying the différent company strata. This

revealed that the bigger the company c1usters,the more homogeneous their

opérations.
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Compan.y

63
67
68
69
73
02
03
04
U5
06
07
08
09
11
14
18
2U
22
24
28
w
30
31
32
34
35
36
4l
45
46
47
53
55
56
57
58
59
6U
62
76
77

2

l
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
l
l
2
2
l
2
l
l
l
l
2
2
z
2
l
l
2
2
l
2
2
2
l
2
l
l
l
l
l
2
2

3

l
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
l
l
2
3
l
3
l
l
l
l
2
2
Ï
2
2
l
2
3
l
3
3
3
1

3
2
l
l
2
l
7.

2

4

l
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
3
l
l
4
3
l
3
l
l
l
l
2

.2

2
2
ï
l
4
3
l
3
3
3
l
•î.

2
l
l
4
l
2
2

C L

5

5
l
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
3
l
5
4
3
l
3
5
5
5
l
l
2
z
2
2
l
4
3
l
3
l
3
l
3
2
l
5
4
l
2
2

U S T

6

5
6
3
3
3
4
3
3
2
3
6
5
4
3
l
3
5
5
5
6
l
2
2
2
Ï
6
4
3
l
3
l
3
6
3
2
6
5
4
l
2
z

E K

7

5
6
7
7
7
4
7
7
7
7
6
3

'4

7
l
7
5
5
3
6
l
2
7
2
3
6
&

3
l
7
l.

7
6
7
2
3
5
3
l
2
2

s

8

5
7
7
7
7
4
8
8
7
8
6
3
4
8
6
8
b
5
3
6
l
2
z
2
3
7
4
3
l
7
l
7
7
7
2
6
5
3
l
2
2

9

5
7
7
7
7
4
8
8
7
8
6
3
4
8
6
8
5
5
3
6
l
2
2
2
3
7
4
3
l .

7
l
7
7
7
2
6
5
3
l
2
9

10

5
10

7
lu

7
4
7
8

10
8
6
3
4
8
6
8
5
5
3

10
l
2
7
7
3

10
4
3
l

10
l
7

10
7
5
6
5
3
l
2
9
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Conclusions

This research has attempted to présent the theoretical and practical

concepts of multidime'nsional applications particularly of interest to

industrial engineers. Its importance in a given production set up could

be summanzed viz:

(1) Parameter identification that could be suitably used to describe a

given industry.

(2) Quantification and classification of the above variables in order of

importance.

(3) Stratification of companies in a given industry.

The advent of numerical taxonomy has presented yet another essent-ial

tbol in data analysis to managers and analysts. This technique was applied

here because of the availability of both the tools and the data. Since its

findings as presented above are very interesting, one cannot hesitate to

say that thèse methods will be here for a while.
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APPENDIX 1

CLUSTER REPRESENTATION 0F VARIABLES
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Appendix 1 Analysis of Variable clusters (Leve1= 0.2)

CI us ter

1

2

3

4

Variable

INTR008

*POR6004

*PPHY010

RHUM002

RHUM025

* POR6009

PORG003

EXTR001

*INTR013

PPHY013

Description

Consultation

Cost pn ce

Set up frequency

# of employées - CEGEP

Description of tasks

Sales forecast

Production plan

Quaiity control

Subcontract for others

Production method vs sectorial inn

PPHY014 Production equipment vs sectorial innovation

*PORG016

RHUM022

Control dun'ng manufacturing

Office staff with < 1 year expérience

*RHUM018

RHUM023

Office staff with > 15 years expérience

Man power turn over
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RHUM014

*INTR009

RHUM020

jyemployees w1th university éducation

Business with which supplier

Office staff with < 10 and > 6 years

*PORG020

EXTR006

Department of R & D

Life of products

RHUM016

*RHUM021

^employées with commercial éducation

Office staff with < 5 and > 1 year

10 *PPHY016

RHUM029

% costs of sales employées

Employées belong to union

n RHUM011

EXTR003

*EXTR009

^employées half specialized

Added value grouped

Added value in dollars

12 PPHY003

*PPHY017

Handling

% raw matenal cost on sales

13

14

PPHY006

*RHUM008

PORG008

INTR003

*PPHY001

Process control

^employées with expérience < 1 year

and > 5 years

Environment

Mean tolérances

Degree of automation
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15

16

17

18

19

20

21

EXTR004

EXTR011

*INTR001

INTR010

RHUM027

PORG019

*RHUM010

*IDEN016

EXTR002

*PORG018

RHUM017

INTR012

EXTR010

*EFIN004

*PPHY007

PPHY011

PPHY009

*PORG001

New products

% sales increase at production level

Dependence on supplier

Structurée! documentation centre

Personnel évaluation

Management by coho

Specialized man power

Product vs prop. #1

Product complexi'ty

Minimum batch size

^employées with < commercial educati

% of process subcontracted

Product vs sectorial level

Rentability of opération year 1.

Perception of technology

State of technology

Standardized handling

T1me standard
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Appendix. 1 (continued)

22

23

24

25

26

27

INTR005

*INTR011

RHUM013

*RHUM030

RHUM003

*PPHY005

RHUM006

RHUM019

RHUM0.05

PORG002

*RHUM026

PORG006

RHUM007

*RHUM015

EFIN002

*PPHY004

RHUM004

RHUM009

RHUM012

Loss on raw matenal grouped

Loss on raw materials in %

Man power turn over

Personnel well rewarded

# of employées w1th secondary éducation

Set up

# employées with < 20 years and > 11 years
expérience

Office staff with < 15 years and > 11
years expérience

# employées with > 20 years expérience

Use of computer

Personnel sélection

Job security

# employées with < 10 and > 6 years
expérience

# employées w1th CEGEP éducation

Director of sales (excluding manager)

Manufactunng tolérance

# employées with less than secondary
éducation

j? employées with less 1 year expérience

Non spécialized man power
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28

29

30

31

32

33

34

RHUM031

*EFIN009

PORG011

*INTR002

RHUM024

INTR004

PPHY008

*PPHY012

*EFIN005

EFIN003

EFIN006

PORG007

*EXTR007

*EXTR005

EFIN001

*INTR007

PORG010

PPHY015

RHUM001

ar meetings with manaÇement7

Prototype designs

Quaiity control

Input variability

Formation and perfection

Techm'cal & scientific information

Understanch'ng of process

Weekly man hour to improve process

Shareholdef rentability year 1

Financial rentability year 1

Assets rentability year 1

Réduction of costs

Innovation

Export

Sales in Québec

Sub contracts

Control

Equipment handling vs secton'al levé 1

^employées from um'versity
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35

36

37

38

PORG005

*EFIN008

*PPHY002

PORG012

RHUM028

*IDEN015

EXTR008

INTR006

*EFIN010

Ergonomie measurements

Objectif #2

Age of equipment

Management

Mean âge of production workers

Product vs type #]

Degree of product transformatio

Manufacturing under licence an

% commercial success

Most représentative variables selected for factor analysis.
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